We present a new way to break parity symmetry in left-right symmetric models using boundary conditions on the fields residing in the fifth dimension. We also discuss the connection between the limits on the size of extra dimensions and the scale of right handed symmetry breaking obtained from the analysis of neutrinoless double beta decay in the case where the righthanded gauge symmetry is in the bulk.. pacs: 12.60.
I. INTRODUCTION
The possible existence of hidden extra dimensions, motivated by superstring theories has provided a new way to look at many particle physics phenomena such as unification of couplings, baryon and lepton nonconservation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and cosmological ones such as inflation, baryogenesis [8] . Perhaps one of the most interesting experimental fallouts of this line of research has come from the realization that extra dimensions almost as large as a millimeter could apparently be hidden from many extremely precise measurements that exist in particle physics leading to new searches for tests of gravitation at submillimeter distances. Also exciting are the possibilities that the concept of hidden space dimensions can be probed by collider as well as other experiments in not too distant future.
In this note, we point out another application of the extra dimensions. We show that the use of boundary conditions on fields in the extra dimensions provides a new way to break the parity symmetry of the left-right symmetric models. This idea is analogous to that of supersymmetry breaking by choosing different boundary conditions of various members of the supermultiplets advocated long ago by Scherk and Schwarz [9] .
We show that in the case when the bulk field used is fermionic, starting with a completely parity symmetric Lagrangian in the brane with positive mass terms for the Higgs fields, the contributions of the bulk fermion fields leads to a radiative symmetry breaking of parity symmetry. In this framework, the parity breaking scale v R and the string scale, M str are of the same order if we use the string scale as the cutoff in divergent Feynman loops in the effective four dimensional field theory. For the sake of comparison we point out that in the literature there exist two ways to break left-right symmetry in the context of SU(2) L × SU(2) R × U(1) B−L models: one is to use different masses for the Higgs fields χ L , χ R thereby breaking parity softly [10] and a second one is to keep the weak Lagrangian exactly parity symmetric but looking for a parity asymmetric minimum which can exist for a domain of the parameters in the Higgs potential [11] . In both these cases, the value of the parity breaking scale is an arbitrary parameter. There is however a difference between these two methods in that the second case could apriori lead to the domain wall problem in the early universe, to cure which one may need additional physics inputs [12] . From the way the new mechanism suggested in this article is implemented, it appears that the domain wall problem should be absent in the present case.
We then discuss the process of neutrinoless double beta decay in the presence of extra dimensions and show that the higher Kaluza-Klein modes of the righthanded W-boson provide new contributions to this process. We compute these contributions and obtain correlated limits on m W R and the inverse size of the extra dimensions. We find that due to already existing limits on R −1 from the considerations of the standard model phenomena [7] , the limits on W R remain same as in the case without the extra dimensions. Once the limits on the double beta lifetime improve, one could expect more stringent limits on W R as well as R −1 . This discussion applies regardless of how parity is broken.
II. A TOY MODEL
Let us start our discussion by considering a toy model with a discrete symmetry. Consider a model with a Z 2 symmetry under which two scalar fields χ L and χ R living in the 3+1 dimensional brane go into each other. Let us assume that the brane is embedded in a 4+1 dimensional spacetime. Consider a pair of bulk fields σ L ⊕ σ R which also go into each other under the Z 2 symmetry. The action for this system can be written as a sum of three terms:
The detailed form of the four dimensional part of the action S 4 is obvious; below we explicitly give the other terms:
Now comes the crucial point of our paper. In order to evaluate the S 45 , we need to know the boundary conditions on the bulk fields σ L,R . Suppose we impose the boundary conditions as follows:
The fields can then be Fourier expanded in the interval −πR ≤ y ≤ +πR as follows:
Now we see that if the brane on which the χ fields live is located in the bulk at the point y = 0, then σ L (y = 0) = 0. As a result the 3+1 dimensional brane Lagrangian is not Z 2 symmetric anymore. When we compute the radiative corrections (cutting off the infinite integrals at the string scale), we find Z 2 asymmetric contributions to the physical parameters.
In particular the self energy corrections to the χ mass terms will be asymmetric with only the χ R receiving contributions of magnitude
where we have used the fact that the number of KK modes contributing to the integral is roughly M str R. Important point to note is that the bulk field flows in the loop and if we had a situation where the bulk field was a fermion field, this contribution to mass would be negative triggering break down of the discrete symmetry even if the tree level terms in the brane were positive. In that case the string scale and the scale of Z 2 symmetry breaking would necessarily be of same order. We will give an example of this type in the context of a realistic left-right symmetric model where the discrete symmetry on the fields in the bulk arise quite naturally.
III. PARITY BREAKING IN A LEFT-RIGHT SYMMETRIC MODEL
These models which have been extensively discussed in the literature are based on the gauge group SU(2) L × SU(2) R × U(1) B−L with quark and lepton assignments into left-right symmetric SU (2) doublets. We will not display this part of the Lagrangian explicitly but rather focus on the part that is relevant to our discussion of the symmetry breaking. We consider the nonsupersymmetric version of the model and use the left-right Higgs doublets χ L (2, 1 + 1) ⊕ χ R (1, 2, +1) to break the gauge symmetry. We will also include a bidoublet φ (2, 2, 0) to give mass to the charged fermions. We further assume that there is at least one bulk neutrino (denoted by ν B ) which couples to the brane fields. Also for simplicity we will consider a five dimensional theory although this is not essential for the discussion of symmetry breaking.
Let us now discuss the parity transformation of the Higgs fields and the bulk field. We use the straightforward definition of parity under which ψ L → ψ R where ψ denotes a typical fermion field (both in the bulk and the brane). The Higgs fields transform as χ L ↔ χ R .
As in the case of the toy model, the action will have three parts and we will use the same notation as in the case of the toy model. In the 3+1 dimensional brane Lagrangian, in addition to the usual gauge invariant pieces, we will assume that the parity invariant mass term for χ L,R fields is small (∼ m W or smaller).
Let us write down the relevant terms in the action:
where L T = (ν eL , e L ) and R T = (ν eR , e R ) In order to break the SU(2) R gauge group, we need to give < χ 0 R >= v R . In previous discussions of this [11] , one searches for a domain of the coupling parameters in the Higgs potential
One finds that for λ − < 0, the minimum of the above potential is parity violating. What we will show is that using the new way we propose, one can break parity symmetry even for λ − ≥ 0. Crucial to implementing our mechanism of parity breaking are the boundary conditions on the bulk field. We impose the following condition:
This implies that ν BL (x, −y) = +ν BL (x, +y) (9) ν BR (x, −y) = −ν BR (x, +y) This allows us to write the following Fourier expansions for the ν BL,R fields in the extra dimension y which is compactified and assumed to be in the domain −πR ≤ y ≤ πR as in the previous case.
Now we see that since the brane is located at the point y = 0, ν BR (x, y = 0) = 0 and therefore the L L χ L ν B coupling vanishes. This induces the breaking of parity symmetry in the brane Lagrangian. One practical consequence of this explicit breaking (induced by the bulk) is that the one loop self energy contribution from the ν B intermediate state to the χ L field vanishes whereas for the χ R , we get
This integral has a quadratic dependence on the cut off which is independent of the mass of the leptons running into the loop. Therefore, all the KK modes contribute roughly with the same amount to the mass term. We estimate this to be m 2 χ R ∼ −aM 2 str . Note that this contribution to the scalar mass is negative which therefore can trigger the breaking of parity symmetry leading to the relation v R ∼ M str (12) Thus this way of parity breaking enables us to relate the otherwise free parameter v R to more fundamental scales in the theory. Note that this new negative contribution to the self mass of the χ R is present only in the presence of the bulk neutrino. For instance, in its absence the only self energy contribution to χ R would come from the scalar self couplings and would be positive. Admittedly the discussions given above have been very simpleminded with no pretense to rigor; however we believe that we have pointed out a fundamentally new way to discuss breaking of discrete symmetries. In fact it would be quite interesting to search for a model of CP violation that uses this mechanism.
Let us close this section with some brief comments on some other implications of our work.
(i) If we consider a five dimensional theory (or a theory with one large dimension and other dimensions with size ∼ M −1 str ), then the relation between the Planck mass and the string scale becomes:
where R is the size of the extra dimension. Since gravity experiments require that R ≤ 1 mm, this implies that M str ≥ 10 8 GeV. This would then imply that there is a lower limit on the right handed scale of 10 8 GeV in our way of breaking right handed symmetry. Here we have assumed that other extra dimensions have sizes of order M −1 str or larger; otherwise the lower limit on the string scale and hence the right handed scale becomes weaker. It is important to note that existence of millimeter size extra dimensions are compatible with the new way of parity breaking. (ii) If we want to implement this way of parity breaking in models where the righthanded symmetry is broken by B−L = 2 triplets [13] ∆ R (1, 3+2)⊕∆ L (3, 1, +2 ), then we have to put these multiplets in the bulk. This requires for consistency that SU(2) L × SU(2) R × U(1) B−L must also be in the bulk. This automatically implies that the bulk size cannot be larger than a TeV −1 [7] . In this case, processes such as neutrinoless double beta decay receive new contributions and we discuss it in the next section.
(iii) This model leads to the profile of neutrino masses discussed in the Ref. [14] . Otherwise there would be an additional term that will mix the ν L 's with the bulk neutrinos and that coupling has to be tuned down to an appropriate level to make the scheme of Ref. [14] work. (iv) In this theory the universe never reaches a symmetric parity invariant phase. As a result, there is no domain wall problem as already noted.
Finally, we note that the gauge couplings also receive one loop parity asymmetric corrections which therefore make the gauge couplings unequal. Their difference is connected to logarithm of the string scale and is therefore small (of the order of the usual RGE corrections).
IV. LEFT-RIGHT SYMMETRY IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS AND NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE BETA DECAY
In this section we discuss the case when the left-right gauge fields are in the bulk as are the Higgs fields that break the righthanded gauge symmetry. The fermions are in the brane and the usual seesaw mechanism (∆ R (1, 3 + 2) breaking the righthanded symmetry) is used to get small neutrino masses. Parity could be broken by the usual way using the potential or by using the boundary conditions on Higgs fields propagating in the bulk. In this case, there will be higher Kaluza-Klein modes of the W R that will contribute to all processes where the right handed W used to contribute. In particular, it will contribute to neutrinoless double beta decay [15] via the exchange of W R and the heavy righthanded Majorana neutrino. For simplicity we will consider the case where masses of the W R and the righthanded neutrino are same i.e. M W R = M N R . In the presence of the KK models, the contribution to the strength of the neutrinoless double beta amplitude can be written as:
where R is the size of the extra dimension (we assume only one extra dimension to be important). We get
The present experimental bounds from the 76 Ge experiment [16] on f can be obtained using crude estimates of the nuclear matrix elements by p 3 F ermi and the result is
In Fig. 1 we plot the resulting correlated limits on R −1 and M W R for the present limit on the double beta amplitude from 76 Ge and an anticipated improvement on it by one order of magnitude in future. The regions to the right of the lines is allowed yielding lower limits on R −1 and M W R . One can see the asymptotic effects on the limit as follows:
Note that this is consistent with decoupling theorem in the limit of vanishing radius of the extra dimensions. We see that the KK modes do not have any effect on the limit on M W R without them. This is the large R −1 domain in the figure. In the opposite extreme, we have (ii) M W R R ≫ 1: In this case,
For this case to hold, we must have M W R ≫ R −1 ; but already electroweak physics implies that R −1 ≫ 1 − 5 TeV [7] . In this case also there are no stronger limits since as soon as M W R ≫ TeV, the coefficient of f in Eq. (16) becomes very small and the double beta limit is always satisfied. The general quality of the constraints for arbitrary M W R and R are given in Fig. 1 from where it is clear that due to already existing constraints for the SU(2) L case, the constraints on M W R are not very useful at this stage. If however the limit on the double beta amplitude goes down by another order of magnitude, we can start seeing more useful constraints(see the line to the far right in Fig. 1 ). There are now several experimental proposals such as GENIUS [17] , CUORE [18] and MOON [19] which have the potential to give such limits. Further details on this question are now under study.
In conclusion, we have presented a new way to break parity (and other discrete symmetries) using extra dimensions. We construct explicit examples of left-right symmetric models where this way of parity breaking is realized. We then discuss the effect of extra dimensions on neutrinoless double beta decay and find a correlated bound involving both the size of an extra dimension and the the W R scale. W L f (M W R , R)/2M 5 W R at the current limit (10 −7 GeV −1 ) and one order of magnitude lower; and for R −1 = 1 TeV (dashed line). The allowed region is above both limits.
